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Sevilla





Sevilla
The Sevilla kitkat mosaics have earned their nickname because of their 
shape, which resembles the well-known chocolate bars. Some sort of fingers, 
available in two sizes and made of glazed porcelain. The Sevilla mosaics are 
extremely versatile and can be used both horizontally and vertically. When 
placed vertically, they are even suitable for tiling curved surfaces, like bars 
or kitchen counters. The Sevilla mosaics are characterized by striking  co-
lours and the presence of speckles, which gives a stunning melee-effect.
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The standard or big kitkat mosaics are available in ten beautiful co-
lours. These mosaics are hollow on top and have a size of 20x145x8 
millimetres. Some tiles come with speckles inside, like the whi-
te and yellow variant, which add a special effect to these mosaics.

SEF20010
Terra Red

Kit Kat

SEF20030
Yellow

SEF20100
White

SEF20125
Turquoise



SEF20300
Light Grey

SEF20360
Grey

SEF20400
Blue-Grey

SEF20500
Ocean Green

SEF20550
Green

SEF20600
Jeans Blue



Kit Kat Mini
The kitkat mini resembles his big brother, but is smaller and has 
a bubble on top, which causes the melee-effect of the speck-
les to come forth even stronger. The kitkat mini has a size of 
12x92x8 millimetres and comes in seven stunning colours.

SEF12100
White Glossy

SEF12140
White Matt

SEF12325
Grey-Blue

SEF12525
Light Green



SEF12625
Azure Blue

SEF12915
Black Glossy

SEF12925
Black Matt



Oval Fingers

SEO23078
Pink Glossy

SEO23100
White Glossy

SEO23140
White Matt

SEO23325
Grey Blue

SEO23525
Light Green

SEO23625
Azure Blue



SEO23925
Black Matt





Factsheet

@moa_styling

Type
Tile size 

(mm)
Joint 
(mm)

Sheet 
(mm)

M2 per car-
ton

Sheets in car-
ton

Weight per carton 
(kg)

Kitkat 20x145x8 3,5 296x299 0,87 10 14,2

Kitkat 
mini 12x92x8 2,5 282X308 0,89 10 13

Notes: 
Made of glazed porcelain, frost and chemical resistant. The glossy variant can only be used as wall 
tile, the matt variant can also be used on floors of barefooted areas.
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